

**Gun Violence Prevention Report, as of October 19, 2017**

**H.R. 38/S.446 Concealed-Carry Reciprocity Act:** 212 co-sponsors in the House (218 guarantees passage), 38 co-sponsors in the Senate

**Silencer Legislation:** Hearing Protection Act (easing restrictions on silencers, armor piercing bullets); part of SHARE Act (H.R. 3668/ S.733), 5 co-sponsors in the House, 15 co-sponsors in the Senate; shelved indefinitely since Las Vegas shooting

**Bump Stock Legislation:**

H.R. 3999 Cuerbelo/Moulton, to amend title 18, United States Code, to prohibit the manufacture, possession, or transfer of any part or combination of parts that is designed and functions to increase the rate of fire of a semiautomatic rifle but does not convert the semiautomatic rifle into a machinegun, and for other purposes; 25 co-sponsors in the House including Lance and Smith

H.R. 3947/S.1916 Automatic Gunfire Prevention Act (Cicilline/Feinstein); 173 co-sponsors in House (6 from NJ); 38 co-sponsors in Senate (both NJ Senators, Casey in PA)

**Regarding universal background checks:**

Only current legislation is Sen. Blumenthal (D-CT) and Rep. Clyburn’s (D-SC) S.1923/H.3464 Background Check Completion Act. The Act has been referred to the Committee on the Judiciary (Senate) and the Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, Homeland Security, and Investigations (House). It has 22 co-sponsors in the Senate and 24 co-sponsors in the House. Both NJ Senators are co-sponsors, however there are no NJ co-sponsors on the House side.